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Definition and origin
-motion capture is the process or technique of recording patterns of movement digitally, especially  
the recording of an actor’s movements for the purpose of animating a digital character in a movie  
or computer game.

-motion capture was used as early as the 19th century, when photographer Eadweard Muybridge studied  
the motion of humans and animals through stop-motion photography.

-the earliest form of motion capture was invented by Max Fleischer which was known as the Rotoscope  
in 1915. It functioned with the use of a camera  projecting a single frame onto an easel so that the  
animator could then draw over it. frame by frame. This was used to create an illusion of realistic  
movement. 



purpose of the art style
-Motion capture is used to enhance visual aspects of film with the use of visual imagery.

- The drive for the artist as well as any performers involved is to provide a realistic display for the 
audience, so there is added excitement upon viewing.



How it’s done
-The producers of a game or film want to transmit the complex motion of the performer's body 

- Creating digital animation by hand is known as "keyframing", or filling in the movement of a  
character between different "keyframe" poses over time.Motion capture transfers the movement of an 
actor to a digital character. this is made with the use of a tracking camera system. which detect 
muscle activity.

-Optical systems work by tracking position markers or features in 3D and assembling the data into 
an approximation of the actor's motion.Once captured, motion is then mapped onto a virtual 
"skeleton" of the animated character using software  to create Animated characters that move like  
real-life performers.



examples

  “Interactive wall installation”                                        “ One minute in the past”                             “ Rotary Tumble”                                                     

 By Siddharth Mankad, Aashka Shah and Sunil Vallu                    by amber choo                                         by Muharrem Yildirim and David Tinapple

 (2009)                                                                                                                (2012)                                                 (2012)



Why I want to work with this field of art
-I want to use the power of motion to interpret how I create art by making a piece that express how my 
creative vision operates.

- through the process of researching these interactive pieces, i’ve been inspired by how aesthetically 
pleasing the end results of these projects could be.

-creating art by simply moving myself is a simple, yet unique process that caught my attention by 
the vast possibilities it could bring.



what i plan on doing
-similar to the interactive wall piece, i want to create an interactive experience that allows my 
body to become an illustration tool.

-my vision is to mAke a piece where my hands draw colors in shapes in a rhythmic fashion.

-i want to Allow any individual to become an artist and tap into their imagination.
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